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appellation of "social patriots." After the war, when legend
making had begun, military writers reproached the govcrnmcr
for not having stamped out the nest of vipers before the broo
grew up and multiplied. The truth is that almost to the end th
military authorities did not really take the movement serious lj
If the army command had formally requested action, action woul<
have been taken. When it was taken, as in the first Kiel mutiny
the result was so small that both the army command and tb
government were fully justified in their policy of interval in j
only in straightforward cases of treason and refusing to mak<
martyrs whose martyrdom might easily shake the loyalty of th<
still loyal masses. The reproach is unjustifiable; if the arm]
command could refute the statement that Germany could no
win the war, defeatism was as dead as a doornail,
But that was just what the army command could not do
Instead of final victory there came what is probably the on!)
great decisive event of those crowded years—the revolutions in
Russia. It is the fashion now to say that the Russian revolutions
had no influence at all on Germany; the statement is refuted by
libraries of evidence. The first revolution (March 1917) trans-
formed the war at last into something that could be accurately
described as a struggle between absolutism and democracy—
a gain to the Allies that was incalculable in the sphere of propa-
ganda, but a gain which has turned out to be anything but a
gain to democracy. It also by removing the Tsar removed the
chief reason why the German worker had convinced himself that
the war was just and necessary. The second revolution (November
1917) meant that for the first time in this century an anti-war
revolutionary class party of the purest Marxist orthodoxy was
in control of the state in the classic land of tyrannous autocracy.
The moral effect of both can hardly be over-estimated* It was
now that German democracy—a tradition and a hope rather
than a party—began to bestir itself. As a whole, the democratic
elements had cordially supported the war and the government*
Apart altogether from the fact that they could not but realise
that, after three years of war-, the democracy counted for nothing
in the calculations of the government, they were now conscious

